Introduction {#S0001}
============

The clinical benefit of immune checkpoint inhibitors (ICI) in the treatment of cancer patients stands as proof that the immune system can help control tumor growth. Anti-tumor cytotoxic CD8 + T-cells are suggested to be the key effectors in the ICI mechanisms of action because they can recognize tumor-associated-antigens, and lyse antigenic tumor cells. Indeed, other than the expression of PD-L1 in the tumor microenvironment, both the expression of immunogenic tumor antigens by cancer cells, and the presence of tumor-infiltrating CD8 + T-cells have been associated with the clinical efficacy of ICI in numerous cancer indications.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003)^

ICI is now the gold standard treatment for metastatic melanoma, ^[4](#CIT0004)^ accounting for the substantial increase of 5-year overall survival rates from less than 10% to up to 40-50%.^[5](#CIT0005)^ Melanoma cells express multiple antigens, many of them as the result of the high number of mutations displayed by malignant cells, ^[6](#CIT0006)^ while others are shared tumor-associated antigens, tissue-specific (e.g. Melan-A/*MLANA*, Tyrosinase/*TYR*, gp100/*PMEL*) or belonging to the MAGE-type antigens family encoded by cancer-germline genes (e.g. *MAGEA, CTAG1B*).^[7](#CIT0007)^ Nevertheless, spontaneous antitumor T cell responses are often unable to control melanoma growth. Resistance can arise from the exclusion of T cells from the tumor, or from T cell dysfunction induced by the tumor microenvironment.^[8](#CIT0008)^ This latter could be related to dendritic cell (DC) dysfunction, and we have described the features of melanoma-infiltrating plasmacytoid dendritic cells (PDCs), which skew T cell differentiation toward Th2 and Treg profiles through OX40L and ICOSL expression.^[9](#CIT0009)^

In this context, efficient activation of functional antitumor T cells is crucial to improve patient outcomes, and vaccination represents a promising therapeutic option. Several vaccination approaches have been tested, especially in melanoma, including peptide-, DNA-, or vector-based vaccines, ^[10](#CIT0010)-[12](#CIT0012)^ however their efficacy may be affected when the functionality of the patient's DC is compromised. Vaccines may also rely on antigen-loaded dendritic cell injection, thus bypassing *in situ* DC dysfunction. Among the DC populations, plasmacytoid dendritic cells (PDC) are of great interest, ^[13](#CIT0013)^ as they are potent type 1 IFN producers and can induce strong CTL responses.^[14](#CIT0014)^ Only one clinical trial was performed using autologous PDC, in which favorable observations were made: systemic type I interferon signature after each vaccination, vaccine-induced expansion of high-affinity T cell clones and increased overall survival.^[15](#CIT0015)^ In addition, the activation of PDC by intratumoral injection of TLR ligands demonstrated a clinical benefit in cancer patients.^[16](#CIT0016)^

We developed an original therapeutic vaccine approach based on a proprietary allogeneic plasmacytoid dendritic cell line ('PDC line'). PDC line displays a professional antigen-presenting cell activity and can prime naïve CD8^+^ cells derived from cord blood (Plumas, unpublished data). In preclinical models PDC line loaded with viral or melanoma-associated antigens led to highly efficient expansion of antigen-specific T cells.^[17](#CIT0017)-[19](#CIT0019)^ We showed recently that PDC line loaded with neoantigens was able to prime naïve CD8^+^ T cells from healthy donors and efficiently expand neoantigen-specific T cells.^[20](#CIT0020)^ The resulting T cells were highly functional in terms of IFN-γ secretion and cytotoxic activity. Their antitumor activity was evaluated in a humanized mouse model in which vaccinations with peptide-loaded PDC line led to tumor growth inhibition, with the recruitment of anti-vaccine T cells to the tumor site.^[17](#CIT0017)^ Moreover, the stimulation of specific T cells was demonstrated *ex vivo* with lymphocytes from melanoma patients, and the primed T cells displayed cytolytic activity that was specific for the autologous tumor cells.^[17](#CIT0017),[21](#CIT0021)^ Based on this proof of concept, we conducted a phase I clinical trial (GeniusVac-Mel4), to test the safety of the allogeneic PDC line loaded with four melanoma antigens in monotherapy, and its ability to elicit antitumor immune responses in metastatic melanoma patients.

Material and methods {#S0002}
====================

Study design {#S0002-S2001}
------------

This open-label, non-randomized, Phase Ib study was conducted at 3 clinical centers in France (Grenoble University Hospital, Center Léon Bérard (Lyon) and Nantes University Hospital). The protocol was approved by the CPP Sud Est V (ethical committee) and the national competent authorities for the safety of medicine and health products (ANSM). All patients gave written informed consent after being explained the whole study by the investigator. Patients were split into three groups according to the dose (4, 20 or 60 × 10^6^ cells/injection) and received a total of three weekly injections of the vaccine. The primary endpoints were safety and tolerability evaluation. Secondary endpoints were immunological responses against melanoma antigens and clinical activity. The study was conducted in accordance with the ethical principles of the Helsinki declaration. The study was registered with the Eudract number 2012-003124-20 and the clinicaltrials.gov number NCT01863108. The start time of the study treatment (first administration of the investigational product) was considered as the starting point of follow-up. The duration of follow-up for each patient for this analysis was 48 weeks (± 1 week).

Patients {#S0002-S2002}
--------

Eligibility criteria included American Joint Committee on Cancer (AJCC) stage IIIC or IV confirmed unresectable metastatic melanoma. Other eligibility criteria included HLA-A\*0201 positivity, OMS performance score \<3 and failure of at least one line of systemic treatment. Exclusion criteria included primary ocular melanoma, chemotherapy, immunotherapy or radiotherapy within 4 weeks preceding inclusion, treatment with drugs under development within 4 weeks or cerebral metastasis (with some exceptions).

Additional *in vitro* experiments were performed to evaluate the synergy between GeniusVac and the immune checkpoint blocker anti-PD-1, with peripheral blood mononuclear cells from 12 additional metastatic melanoma patients. These cells came from heparinized blood samples collected in the department of dermatology in Grenoble-Alpes University Hospital at the time of cancer diagnosis, and included in the biological sample collection DC-2008-787. As controls, blood samples were obtained from 14 healthy donors (HD) following"Etablissement Français du Sang" (EFS, Grenoble) approved protocols.

Vaccine preparation {#S0002-S2003}
-------------------

PDC line was generated from the leukemic cells of a patient with PDC leukemia. For this clinical trial, two clinical batches of PDC line were generated from the primary cell bank fully certified in terms of identity, purity, and viral security. The PDC line was amplified in CellSTACK Chambers (CellBIND Surface, Corning Life Sciences), starting from an aliquot of the frozen primary cell bank. The Drug Product (DP) was composed of four cellular preparations, each of them loaded separately with one melanoma antigen: MLANA~26-35L~ (ELAGIGILTV), MAGEA3~271-279~ (YMDGTMSQV), PMEL~209-217~ (FLWGPRALV) and TYR~369-377~ (IMDQVPFSV), (Symprosis, Marseille, France)). The cells were then irradiated (60 Gy, ^137^Cs γ-ray irradiation in a Biobeam GM device, Eckert and Ziegler, Leipzig, Germany), mixed, washed, and stored in liquid nitrogen in Cryomacs freezing bags (Miltenyi) ([Figure 1(a](#F0001))). Irradiation was used to block cell proliferation and avoid any risk of tumorigenesis, as confirmed by tumorigenic assays in mice (not shown), while preserving the immunostimulatory activity of the PDC line, as demonstrated in pre-clinical experiments.^[22](#CIT0022)^ Cell phenotyping confirmed the expression of CD123, HLA-A2, CD4, and HLA-DR molecules and the absence of CD11 c (see supplementary table 1 for the list of antibodies).10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0001Figure 1.GeniusVac-Mel4 vaccine production, an overview of trial design, and drug product characterization.(a) GeniusVacMel4 was produced as a cell therapy product, by amplification of the PDC line. The cells were then split and loaded with the four tumor-associated peptides, washed, irradiated and put back together before freezing in ready-to-use aliquots. (b) After screening, patients received 3 weekly intradermal injections of GeniusVacMel4, and their follow-up consisted in clinical and biological monitoring, with blood samples collected for immunomonitoring. (c) The DP was characterized by flow cytometry and displayed a PDC-like expression profile as well as CD56, the hallmark of leukemic PDC. Isotype matched controls (gray histograms) and the test markers (dark histograms) are shown. (d) The stability of the frozen drug product was evaluated with a potency assay consisting in assessing its T cell stimulatory capacity by measuring the cytokine secretion (IL-5 or IFNγ, cytometric beads array method) by Ag-specific T cell clones cocultured 18 h with the DP. 'W' stands for 'week' and 'M' for 'month.'

The potency of the DP was verified by measuring its capacity to stimulate cytokine secretion after coculture of the DP with Ag-specific T cell clones directed against melanoma antigens. Four HLA-A2 restricted T cell clones were used: WOLF-IVS-B (anti-TYR ~369--377~), DYMA 811-327/4(anti-PMEL~209-217~) and PENA-297/22 (anti-MAGEA3~271-279~) obtained from P. Coulie, and 24-B7 (anti-MLANA~26-35L~) obtained from B. Dreno. T cell clones were thawed, and seeded in culture (25,000 T cells) with the DP (10,000 cells) in 200 µL (round-bottomed 96-well plates), in RPMI complete medium, supplemented with IL-2 (10 U/mL, Peprotech) and 10% fetal calf serum. After 20 h, supernatants were harvested, frozen, and their cytokine content was determined by cytometric bead array (CBA, BD Bioscience, IFN-γ and IL-5, depending on the clones). Positive controls were PMA+ionomycin-activated cells, negative controls were cells incubated in the medium.

Vaccine administration {#S0002-S2004}
----------------------

DP was thawed and reconditioned in syringes of 1.75 mL ready for injection. The cell concentration was adapted in order to obtain the final doses: 4, 20, or 60 × 10^6^ cells in the injected volume of 1.5 mL. For patients recruited at the University hospital of Nantes, DP was shipped in nitrogen gas (Dryshipper) to the Nantes cell therapy unit to be thawed and processed. The injection was performed within 6 h after syringe preparation.

Each weekly vaccination was performed by three neighboring subcutaneous injections in the patient's thigh.

Evaluations {#S0002-S2005}
-----------

The study evaluation was mainly focused on safety and tolerability (based on clinical laboratory tests, vital signs, full clinical examination and occurrence of (S)AEs). Brain, lung, abdomen, and pelvis CT scans were performed at weeks 8, 16, 24, 36 and 48, completed by a tumor evaluation using a scanner and clinical evaluation at weeks 2, 8, 16, 24, 36 and 48.

Clinical responses were evaluated during and at the end of follow-up according to guidelines for evaluation criteria for solid tumors (RECIST 1.1) and using the immune-related response criteria (irRC). Immune responses were also assessed, according to the trial schedule shown in [Figure 1(b](#F0001)).

Immunomonitoring {#S0002-S2006}
----------------

Blood samples were obtained at different time points (W1, W2, W4, W8, W12, W16, W24, W36, and W48). Blood without anticoagulant was processed for Anti-HLA antibodies detection and heparinized blood was used for immunomonitoring and mixed lymphocyte reaction (MLR) assays.

Circulating peptide-specific T lymphocytes percentages were determined by flow cytometry by dextramer labeling on fresh peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC obtained by density gradient centrifugation) (supplementary table 1). Percentages of antiviral T cells (influenza and Epstein-Barr Virus) were measured as a control. A threefold increase in the proportion of dextramer positive T cells was considered positive. The proportions of naïve, effector memory (EM and EMRA), and central memory (CM) T lymphocytes among these specific T lymphocytes were measured (Flow cytometry, CD45RA/CCR7 differential expression on dextramer positive cells (supplementary table 1)). A 1.5 fold increase in specific Effector Memory T cell frequency was considered positive.

Allogeneic humoral and cellular responses were evaluated by measuring anti-HLA antibodies in the sera of patients, and by measuring patients' lymphocyte proliferation in MLR. MLR was performed by co-culturing the patient's PBMC with the irradiated PDC line in a 1:1 ratio (50,000 cells), in 200 µL in 96-well round-bottom plates. Proliferation was measured at day 6 after 18-h incubation with ^3^ H-thymidine. The HLA typing of patients and the PDC line cells is given in Supplementary Table 2. The proliferation of PBMC with irradiated autologous PBMC was the negative control, and proliferation against irradiated PBMC from an unrelated healthy donor (cell collection EFS DC-2008-787) was used as a positive control. IgG antibodies to HLA class I and class II antigens were evaluated by Luminex technology (kit LM-HLA class I/II deluxe screening, Gen-Probe) in the Histocompatibility laboratory of EFS, Grenoble, France).

The frequency of circulating immune cell subsets was measured by flow cytometry, with the antibodies listed in supplementary table 1. Whole blood was used for sub-population determination (T,B NK DC, or Treg cells) with the appropriate staining (supplementary table 1). PBMCs were used directly for dextramer staining (supplementary table 1). Samples were analyzed with a BD FACSCanto III instrument and the DIVA software, and data analysis was performed using the FlowJo software (Supplementary fig 1 depicts the gating strategy to identify the various cell subsets).

Patient 0101 required the surgical excision of ulcerative and necrotic budding lesions on the right lower limb (AE noted grade 3) and one of these lesions were analyzed by immunohistochemistry and flow cytometry to document the T cell infiltrate and the expression of PD-1 and PD-L1. One part of the tumor was paraffin embedded, while the other was mechanically and enzymatically dissociated to recover a single cell suspension. Dextramer staining (HLA-A2:MLANA, HLA-A2:PMEL, HLA-A2:TYR and HLA-A2:MAGEA3) was performed on fresh cells as described previously for PBMC. PD-1 and PD-L1 expression were analyzed on thawed cells, with the antibodies listed in supplementary table 1. Immunohistochemistry staining was performed on 3 µm fixed paraffin-embedded tissue sections using a Benchmark XT autostainer (Roche/Ventana Medical Systems, Tucson AZ, USA). After deparaffinization, antigen retrieving was carried out with Cell Conditioning 1 (CC1) standard antigen retrieval buffer (Tris/Borate/EDTA pH 8.4) for either 30 min (CD163), 60 min (CD3, CD8, HLA-ABC, PD1) or 90 min at 98°C (PDL1). After incubation at 37°C with primary antibodies (supplementary table 1), the revelation was achieved by using UltraView Universal DAB detection kit (Ventana Medical System -- Roche -- Ref. 05269806001) with amplification for PDL1 (Amplification Kit -- Roche -- Ref. 05266114001).

Ex vivo evaluation of peptide-loaded PDC line and anti-PD-1 combination {#S0002-S2007}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

Thawed PBMC from 12 metastatic melanoma patients and 14 healthy volunteers (sample collection DC-2008-787) were used to analyze by flow cytometry the expression of PD-1 on MLANA-specific T cells (identified by CD3, CD8,and dextramer labeling, supplementary Table 1). To study the synergy between anti-PD-1 and peptide-loaded PDC line, PBMC (2x10^6^ cells) from melanoma patients were co-cultured with or without the irradiated PDC line loaded with MLANA and PMEL peptides (pep-PDC line, 0.2 × 10^6^ cells) in the presence of recombinant human IL-2 (Proleukin, Novartis Pharma, 200 UI/ml) with or without clinical-grade anti-PD1 (Pembrolizumab, 10 µg/ml, Merk) for 1 week in complete medium supplemented with 10% FCS. The cells were then harvested and stained with FITC- HLA-A2:MLANA and PE-HLA-A2:PMEL dextramers, together with anti-CD3 and -CD8. The fold increase of specific T cells following culture with pep-PDC line (with or without anti-PD-1) was calculated with the following formula: ${FI =}\frac{\%\ {dex\ MLANA\ day\ 7}\left( {+ PDC\ line} \right)}{\%\ {Dex\ MLANA\ day0}}$.

Statistical analysis {#S0002-S2008}
--------------------

Statistical analyses are not relevant for such a clinical trial with only nine patients split into three treatment groups. Qualitative and quantitative data are described for each patient, or each group of patients. Data from all patients recruited in the study were collected and used for analysis.

In the *in vitro* experiments analyzing the synergy between anti-PD-1 and pep-PDC line, non-parametric Kruskal--Wallis or Friedman (with Dunn's posttest), Wilcoxon signed-rank test or Mann--Whitney tests were used (GraphPad Prism software).

Results {#S0003}
=======

Vaccine production and characterization {#S0003-S2001}
---------------------------------------

Two clinical batches of PDC line were produced. The PDC line expressed high levels (more than 97% of positive cells) of CD123, CD4, HLA-A2 and HLA-DR, while being negative for CD11 c. Intermediate levels of CD304 (21%) and CD86 (26%) were detected, and the expression of CD40 and CD303 was barely detectable ([Figure 1(c](#F0001))). The stability of the stored drug product (DP) was checked, and tests demonstrated that the Ag-loaded, y-irradiated PDC line retained for at least 12 months its ability to present the 4 antigenic peptides to specific T cell clones, triggering their cytokine secretion ([Figure 1(d](#F0001))). The viability of the DP was always over 70% before injection to the patients (not shown).

Demographics and trial completion {#S0003-S2002}
---------------------------------

Ten patients were screened, 9 of whom (four men and five women) were recruited between June 2013 and March 2016 in Grenoble and Nantes Hospitals (no patient was recruited in Center Léon Bérard, Lyon) (see [Table 1](#T0001) for patients' characteristics). Patients were aged between 35.4 and 84.9 (mean = 71.8). All patients had stage IIIC/IV melanoma at study initiation and had already received several treatments. Three patients received 4 × 10^6^ cells per administration in group 1, 3 patients received 20 × 10^6^ cells in group 2 and 3 patients received 60 × 10^6^ cells in group 3. No patient stopped the treatment because of side effects. Four patients with progressive disease were withdrawn from the study in order to start a new treatment (patients 0301 (fostemustin), 0501 (dabrafenib), 0103 (ipilimumab) and 0403 (nivolumab)). Three of them (0301, 0401, and 0203) died very soon after treatment switch, but patient 0501 was still alive at week 48. In addition, three other patients (0101, 0403, and 0601) were also alive at week 48. 10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-T0001Table 1.Overall demographics and activity.IDAge (years)sexTNMStage (AJCC 2009)Nb of prior systemic treatmentsPrior immunotherapyCohortDose (cells)Clinical response RECIST♣Clinical response IrRC♣Melan A immune response (fold increase)Clinical outcome010175FT4N3M1 cIV3-14x10^6^PDPD1.17 ♦alive020180FT3N2bM1 cIV1-14x10^6^PDPD30\*D (32)030135MT4bN1bM1 cIV2ICI(2)14x10^6^PDPD1.1D (9)040161MT4bN3M1 cIV1-220x10^6^PDPD5.4\*D (26)050184FT2xN3M1aIV2IFN AD220x10^6^PDPDNIalive010372MT3bN2bM1aIV1IFN AD, VACCIN220x10^6^PD-NID (20)020376FT3aN1bM1aIV6VACCIN(2), TIL, ICI(2)360x10^6^PDPD1D (18)040379MT4bN2cM1bIV1-360x10^6^SD-NIalive060179FT1xN3M1aIV2-360x10^6^SDSD1.8alive[^1][^2][^3][^4][^5][^6][^7][^8]

Product safety {#S0003-S2003}
--------------

All nine patients reported adverse events (AEs) during the study. As shown in supplementary figure 2, the most frequently reported adverse events were general disorders and administration site events, i.e. asthenia and pain. Other frequent AEs were nausea, abdominal pain, ascites, gastroeosophageal reflux disease, chest pain, bronchitis, decreased appetite, hemoptysis, dyspnea, and vertigo. AEs were distributed roughly evenly among all three groups of patients with 20 (33%), 14 (23%) and 26 (43%) events for Groups 1, 2 and 3, respectively ([Figure 2(a](#F0002))).10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0002Figure 2.Toxicity profile, patients follow-up and alloimmunization.The total number of adverse events (a) and severe adverse events (b) in all areas is shown, according to the group of patients. Patients in Group 1, 2 and 3 received three injections of 4, 20 and 60 × 10^6^ cells of the vaccine, respectively. (c) Swimmer plot displaying overall survival, clinical response (IrRC), treatment dose and treatment switch in patients, over the 48 weeks of follow-up. Each bar represents one patient (n = 9). (d) Allo-immunization in patients was assessed by mixed lymphocyte cultures, analyzing the proliferation (^3^H-Thymidine incorporation) of patients' PBMC after a 6-day coculture with the irradiated PDC line (1:1 ratio). The proliferation of PBMC with irradiated autologous PBMC was the negative control (medium), and proliferation against allogeneic irradiated PBMC from an unrelated healthy volunteer (allo-PBMC) was used as a positive control. The significance was evaluated by the Friedman test, followed by Dunn's multiple comparison post-test.

Twenty serious adverse events in 8 patients were reported during the study. They did not appear to be linked to the administered dose of the DP ([Figure 2(b](#F0002))). The relationship to study treatment was assessed for all SAEs. In patient 0103, two SAEs were considered related to study treatment: pain (W7, grade 3), lymphadenitis (W7, grade 3); the two other SAEs were probably not caused by the treatment: pulmonary embolism (W14, grade 5), and superficial thrombophlebitis (W14, grade 5). Three other SAE had an unknown relationship to study treatment (skin necrosis leading to lesion excision (patient 0101, W20, grade 3) and nervous system disorder (patient 0201, W26, grade 3)). All other SAEs were considered unrelated. Among the 20 SAEs, 12 were rated severe (grade 3) and 8 were associated with the death of 5 patients (grade 5).

Clinical activity {#S0003-S2004}
-----------------

Five out of the nine patients had been previously treated by two or more lines of treatment, and four had already received immunotherapies (anti-CTLA-4, anti-PD-1, type I IFN, or vaccine). Taking into account the poor prognosis of these patients with stage IV melanoma, it is not possible to evaluate whether the GeniusVac-Mel4 vaccine provided a clinical benefit. Five patients out of nine died of disease progression (2, 2 and 1 patient in group 1, 2 and 3, respectively). These deaths were linked to disease progression and not to the study treatment ([Figure 2(c](#F0002))). One death occurred early (W9) for patient 0301 who had pulmonary metastases at inclusion, and relapsed after ICI treatment, the other deaths occurred between week 18 and week 32. According to Recist 1.1 criteria, two patients (0403 and 0601) from group 3 (60x10^6^ cells) had a stable disease throughout the study. For these patients, the disease progressed at week 44 and 48, respectively, and they were treated with ICI. According to IrRC criteria, three patients had stable disease for 16 to 24 weeks, and one patient remained with the stable disease until week 48. For patient 0101 (group 1), the progression of some lesions was observed at week 16, while others regressed (see one example in [Figure 3(a](#F0003))), and no new cancer treatment was initiated. Patient 0101's vitiligoid lesions on cutaneous metastases worsened, while new vitiligoid lesions appeared on a non-tumor area in patient 0501 at W3, suggestive of an anti-melanocyte immune response. These two patients were still alive 48 weeks after treatment initiation.10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0003Figure 3.Clinical and immunological responses in patients treated with GeniusVac-Mel4.(a) Example of a skin metastasis regression in patient 0101. A zone of depigmentation around the metastasis can be observed, characteristic of vitiligo development. (b and c) Immunomonitoring on fresh PBMC showing the evolution of anti-MLANA T cell percentages among CD45^+^CD3^+^CD8^+^ T cells in patients 0201 (group 1) and 0401 (group 2). Specific T cells were analyzed by flow cytometry, with dextramer labeling. Specific T cells were further characterized in terms of naïve/memory profile, according to their differential expression of CCR7 and CD45RA.

Measurement of anti-vaccine immune response {#S0003-S2005}
-------------------------------------------

The presence of an allogeneic response directed toward the vaccine was evaluated. Specific anti-HLA class I and class II antibodies were measured with the Luminex technology and no antibody directed against HLA molecules expressed by PDC line could be detected (not shown). In other experiments, cellular immune responses directed against PDC line were measured by MLR. The low proliferation observed when patients' PBMC were cultured with PDC line was not different from the negative control condition (autologous irradiated PBMC), and a strong cell proliferation was observed against allogeneic PBMC from unrelated donors (positive control) ([Figure 2(d](#F0002))).

We conclude that patients did not mount any detectable alloresponse to the vaccine even at the highest dose used (60x10^6^ of cells) and with repeated injections (3 times in 3 weeks).

Analysis of cell subset variations was performed by flow cytometry immunophenotyping on fresh blood samples, and the percentages of T cells (CD4+, CD8+, and regulatory T cells), B cells, dendritic cells (myeloid and plasmacytoid), natural killer cells, and monocytes were measured. These cell subsets remained mostly stable all along with the trial follow-up (supplementary figure 1).

We then evaluated the specific responses against the four antigenic peptides presented by PDC line by flow cytometry, using multimer staining of peripheral blood, without any prior in vitro activation or expansion step. The limit of detection of the peptide-specific T-cell frequency was equal to 0.01% of the CD8^+^ T cells. Due to this limit, anti-MAGEA3 and anti-PMEL T cells were not detectable, and anti-TYR T cells were detected in only one patient (0601, Group 3). In this patient, the vaccine-induced a 1.9 fold increase of the Ag-specific T cells when compared to baseline, at two time points (W8 and W36, not shown).

"As expected, T cells directed toward MLANA peptides were the easiest to detect, with 6 out of 9 patients with detectable anti-MLANA T cells ([Table 1](#T0001), supplementary fig 3). Among these six patients, 2 (0401 and 0201) had a significant increase of anti-MLANA T cells compared to baseline: x5.4 and x30, respectively ([Figure 3(b](#F0003),[c](#F0003))). Interestingly, as shown in [Figure 3(b](#F0003),[c](#F0003)), these cells switched from naïve to memory phenotype at two time points at least (patient 0201 from 17% memory at baseline to 63%, 55%, and 93% at weeks 8, 16 and 24, respectively; and patient 0401 from 48% to 69%, 88%, and 89% at weeks 4, 10 and 16, respectively; see gating strategy supplementary figure 1).

For patient 0101, a progressive ulcerative cutaneous metastasis was resected at week 20 and analyzed by histochemistry and flow cytometry. Immunohistological examination ([Figure 4(a](#F0004a))) shows a dermal metastasis surrounded by fibrotic tissue and displaying a pattern of "non-infiltrated melanoma." Despite the presence of necrosis, only a few CD163+ macrophages and CD3 + T lymphocytes were observed in the tumor bed. Immune cells were more numerous at the periphery of the tumor, in the fibrotic zone surrounding the tumor. A small proportion of T lymphocytes were CD8 + T cells, and HLA-class I molecules were expressed by the tumor cells. Interestingly, melanoma cells and macrophages in the center of the metastasis expressed lower levels of PD-L1 than the tumor cells and macrophages in the invasive margin. PD-1 was mostly negative, with however rare clusters of positive lymphocytes in the invasive margin (see arrows). 10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0004aFigure 4.On-treatment metastasis (week 20) analysis in patient 0101.(a) Immunohistochemical analysis of the paraffin-embedded tissue showing the low intratumoral infiltration by lymphocytes, which are more numerous in the fibrotic area surrounding the tumor. PD-1 was expressed at a low level on rare and small clusters of lymphocytes, while PD-L1 was found expressed at high levels by cells located at the tumor margin. (b) Comparison of specific T cell proportions in a cutaneous metastasis (Week 20) and in the blood (week 24) of patient 0101. The tumor was mechanically and enzymatically dissociated and immunophenotyping was performed on the freshly obtained cell suspension. Specific T cells (directed against MLANA, PMEL, or the BMLF1 EBV antigen) percentages were measured on gated CD45^+^CD3^+^CD8^+^ T lymphocytes. Arrows and associated numbers represent the fold increase of specific T cells or Treg cells in the metastasis as compared to blood. (c) Frozen cells from this metastasis were analyzed by flow cytometry for PD-1 and PD-L1 expression, focusing on anti-MLANA and anti-PMEL T cells and on CD11 c^+^ myeloid cells. Left panels show the gating strategy and right histograms show the differential expression of PD-1 and PD-L1 by the various cell types. 10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0004bFigure 4.Continued.

The analysis of the metastasis by flow cytometry indicated that anti-MLANA, -PMEL, and -BMLF1 T cells were highly enriched as compared to the blood collected at week 24 (fold increases of 10.6, 33.8, and 6.8, respectively, [Figure 4](#F0004a)(b)) or at week 16 (not shown). The enrichment appeared to be higher for the anti-tumor than the antiviral T cells, suggesting a preferential recruitment of the anti-vaccine T cells into the tumor bed. In accordance with immunohistochemistry, CD8^+^ T cells represented 40% of T cells in the metastasis (not shown) and a high proportion of T cells were Treg cells (41% of CD4^+^ T cells in the tumor as compared to 6.6% in the blood). An evaluation of PD-1 and PD-L1 expression was also performed on thawed cells from this metastasis, focusing on anti-MLANA and anti-PMEL T cells and on myeloid cells (CD11 c+ CD45+). As shown in [Figure 4(c](#F0004a)), PD-1 was highly expressed by the anti-vaccine T cells as compared to the complete CD3^+^CD8^+^ population. PD-1 expression was lower on CD11 c^+^ myeloid cells and on CD3^+^CD8^−^ cells than on CD3^+^CD8^+^ cells. PD-L1 was highly expressed on myeloid CD11 c^+^ cells. Altogether, these observations suggest that the anti-vaccine T cells that were recruited from the blood into the metastasis could not enter into the tumor bed, and that the PD-1/PD-L1 axis may block the antitumoral activity of the T cells primed or restimulated by GeniusVac-Mel4.

Ex vivo *evaluation of peptide-loaded PDC line and anti-PD-1 combination* {#S0003-S2006}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We used HLA-A\*02:01 BMC from healthy volunteers (n = 14) and melanoma patients (n = 12) to analyze PD-1 expression on anti-MLANA T cells. PD-1 was expressed on a significantly higher proportion of anti-MLANA T cells of melanoma patients (mean = 37.3%) than on bulk CD8^+^ T cells (21.3%, *p* = .046) or anti-MLANA T cells of healthy volunteers (14.4%, *p* = .014) ([Figure 5(a](#F0005))).10.1080/2162402X.2020.1738812-F0005Figure 5.Toward a combination of GeniusVac with immune checkpoint inhibitors.(a) Basal PD-1 expression (percentage of cells expressing PD-1) was measured by flow cytometry on whole CD8^+^ T cells and on anti-MLANA T cells of healthy donors (HD, n = 14) and melanoma patients (MP, n = 12). Statistical significance was evaluated by Wilcoxon signed-rank test for comparison of PD-1 expression between anti-MLANA and non-MLANA-specific T cells, and by Kruskal--Wallis test with Dunn's Multiple Comparison test for comparison of PD-1 expression between melanoma and HD cells. (b) Example of anti-MLANA T cell amplification after a 7-day coculture of PBMC from one melanoma patient with the peptide-loaded irradiated PDC line (10:1 ratio), in the presence of IL-2, with or without blocking anti-PD-1 (pembrolizumab, rightmost plot). FI is the calculated fold increase of specific T cells between day 0 and day 7 and is labeled as 'xFI' (arrows). (c) Each dot represents the FI for one coculture, bar is set at the median (= 17), and is used to separate the cultures that displayed low vs high amplification of specific T cells when PBMC from melanoma patients (n = 12) were stimulated with the peptide-loaded PDC line alone. (d) Histograms display the mean with a standard deviation of the fold increase FI, for the two groups of patients defined in (c), upon stimulation by peptide-loaded PDC line without (control) or with Pembrolizumab (Pembro). The significance was evaluated by the Mann--Whitney test, indicating that there is a benefit of combining the PDC line with anti-PD-1 when the proliferation induced by the PDC line alone is lower.

The benefit of combining peptide-loaded PDC line with anti-PD-1 (Pembrolizumab) was evaluated by measuring the amplification of anti-MLANA T cells of 12 melanoma patients after a 7-day coculture (in the presence of IL-2). Of note, the culture duration (7 days) was not sufficient to detect anti-PMEL T cells (limit of detection = 0.01%). As shown in an example ([Figure 5](#F0005)(b)), we observed a higher amplification of anti-MLANA T cells with than without PD-1 blockade. The analysis of all cocultures demonstrated that the benefit of PD-1 blockade was higher when the proliferation induced by PDC line alone was low (below the median FI = 17) ([Figure 5(b](#F0005),[c](#F0005))).

Discussion {#S0004}
==========

With the advent of antibodies against immune checkpoints, cancer treatment entered in a new era. However, despite the clinical benefit observed in a large series of cancer indications, few patients respond to monotherapy. Thus, to increase the proportion of patients that could benefit from ICI, many clinical trials are conducted that combine these drugs with other treatments such as chemotherapy, targeted therapy or radiotherapy.^[23](#CIT0023)^ Since ICI efficacy has been shown to depend on the presence of preexisting antitumor T cells, its combination with antitumor vaccination represents an attractive therapeutic approach.^[10](#CIT0010)^ Vaccination with tumor-specific antigens can prime antitumor T cells whose restimulation can then be boosted by ICI. Moreover, it ought to increase the ratio between antitumor T cells and antimicrobial or antiself T cells, decreasing the autoimmune and inflammatory side effects of ICI. Diverse vaccine platforms can be used for therapeutic vaccination including proteins/peptides, RNA or DNA, viral-vector-based, tumor cells or dendritic cells-based vaccines.^[24](#CIT0024)^ Among dendritic cells, plasmacytoid dendritic cells are of great interest.^[13](#CIT0013)^ In murine models, PDC that were properly loaded with tumor antigens and activated induced strong CTL responses and tumor regression.^[17](#CIT0017),[25](#CIT0025)^

To overcome the difficulty of obtaining PDC in autologous settings, we have developed an innovative, off-the-shelf cell product for vaccination, based on an allogeneic HLA-A\*02:01 peptide-loaded PDC line. We demonstrated in pre-clinical studies that it acts as a potent professional antigen-presenting cell to prime and expand naïve and memory antigen-specific T-cells.^[17](#CIT0017)-[19](#CIT0019),[21](#CIT0021)^ Its efficacy as a therapeutic vaccine for melanoma was evaluated *in vivo* in humanized mice and *ex vivo* with cells from melanoma patients.^[17](#CIT0017),[21](#CIT0021)^ These results led us to design a first-in-human vaccine clinical trial based on this allogeneic PDC line, irradiated and loaded with tumor-specific and tumor-associated antigenic peptides (GeniusVac-Mel4 clinical trial). As the cell line expresses HLA-A\*02:01, the study treatment was restricted to HLA-A\*02:01 patients (this allele is present in about 50% of the Caucasian population).

The GeniusVac-Mel4 clinical trial assessed the feasibility, safety, and tolerance of multiple subcutaneous injections of the PDC line vaccine in patients with metastatic melanoma. These objectives were met, as the trial demonstrated that three weekly injections of up to 60 × 10^6^ cells were safe and well tolerated for a long period of time, as some patients were followed for 1 year. This result is in line with those of previously used allogeneic antitumor vaccine modalities.^[26](#CIT0026)-[29](#CIT0029)^ Interestingly, PDC line induced neither humoral nor cellular allogeneic responses, which opens the possibility to administer higher doses of PDC line or increase the number of injections. The mechanisms responsible for this absence of detectable alloreaction are currently under investigation.

Firm conclusions about clinical responses cannot be drawn from this small first-in-man study but some signs of clinical activity are worth mentioning. Two patients from cohort 3 at the highest dose (60x10^6^ cells) displayed a stable disease (RECIST criteria) up to week 48. Four out of the nine treated patients were still alive after 48 weeks and 2 of them did not need any other anti-cancer treatment. Given that these four patients had metastatic disease, GeniusVac-Mel4 might have slowed tumor progression. In one of these patients (0101), the blood anti-MLANA T cells became progressively enriched in memory cells and high frequencies of anti-MLANA and anti-PMEL T cells were present in the metastasis resected at week 20. As the vitiligoid lesions of this patient concomitantly worsened, the vaccine may have contributed to the favorable clinical course.

The induction of a specific immune response was directly detected *ex vivo* in 2 out of 6 evaluable patients, associated with a switch from naïve to memory Ag-specific T cells, confirming the immunogenic potential of GeniusVac-Mel4, even with three administrations only. Most therapeutic anticancer vaccine trials comprise many more injections of the drug product^[15](#CIT0015),[30](#CIT0030)-[34](#CIT0034)^ over several months.^[17](#CIT0017),[30](#CIT0030)-[34](#CIT0034)^ Very few clinical trials have documented *ex vivo* detection of anti-vaccine T cells, ^[35](#CIT0035)-[37](#CIT0037)^ as in most cases anti-vaccine T cells were detected after several rounds of restimulation *in vitro*. In the trial performed by Tel et al. with autologous PDC loaded with PMEL and TYR peptides, the *ex vivo* detection of anti-vaccine T cells proved negative while 7 of 15 vaccinated patients showed increased frequencies of blood anti-PMEL CD8 + T cells detected after a 2-week *in vitro* restimulation.^[15](#CIT0015)^ Here, the direct *ex vivo* detection of anti-MLANA T cells expansion illustrates the immunogenicity of GeniusVac-Mel4. Admittedly, the frequency of naive CD8^+^ T cells to the MLANA~26-35~ peptide presented by HLA-A\*02:01 molecules is known to be about 100-fold higher than that of CD8^+^ T cells to other HLA-peptide combinations, ^[38](#CIT0038)^ which lowers the threshold of detectability of anti-MLANA responses. Higher sensitivities of T cell response detection might be obtained through TCR repertoire sequencing and analyses of T cells located in tissues. Indeed, we have observed higher percentages of anti-MLANA and anti-PMEL T cells in the metastasis of a patient 0101 than in his blood, indicating recruitment to the tumor or local proliferation.

Despite the demonstrated potency of the PDC line vaccine, it is likely that local or systemic immunosuppression prevents full antitumor T cell activity. Thus, in the metastasis resected from patient 0101, there was a huge proportion of regulatory T cells, and T cells were located at the periphery of the tumor, a high PD-1 expression was detected on the antitumor T cells and PD-L1 was present on myeloid cells. In this context, priming or restimulating antitumor T cells with the vaccine may synergize with ICI.^[1](#CIT0001)-[3](#CIT0003),[39](#CIT0039),[40](#CIT0040)^ In a first evaluation of combined treatment, we explored the synergy between the PDC vaccine and PD-1 blockade on the priming of anti-vaccine T cells. Our results obtained *ex vivo* with cells from melanoma patients clearly show a higher proliferation of anti-vaccine T cells induced by peptide-loaded PDC line with anti-PD-1 as compared to without anti-PD-1.

The results of this phase I clinical study show that this off-the-shelf PDC line-based vaccine is safe, not rejected and can prime and expand tumor-specific T cells in patients with advanced cancer. While improvements in the drug product and its administration schedule can be envisaged, it will be of great interest to evaluate this vaccine in combination with immune checkpoint inhibitors. Even if this clinical trial addressed only HLA-A\*02:01 patients, it is interesting to note that the cell line expresses other HLA molecules like HLA-B\*07:02, and could be engineered to express functionally other HLA molecules of interest (manuscript in preparation) to enlarge the target patient population. The numerous advantages of this vaccine approach (easy scaling-up, low cost, ready-to-use) make it suitable for large-scale deployment in several kinds of cancer, in particularly in lung cancer (NCT03970746).
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###### Supplemental Material

[^1]: ICI: immune checkpoint inhibitor

[^2]: IFN AD: interferon alpha adjuvant

[^3]: TIL: tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes

[^4]: D (): death (weeks post first vaccine injection)

[^5]: NI: not interpretable

[^6]: \*: significant increase associated with naive/memory T cell switch

[^7]: ♦: Fold increase calculated from W1, since W0 data were missing

[^8]: ♣: RECIST and IrRC results at the end of patient follow-up
